Commission on Off-Highway Vehicles
February 6, 2014
9:15 a.m.
Meeting Summary
Meeting Site:

Downtown Reno Library
301 South Center Street
Reno, Nevada

1.

Call to Order/Pledge
The meeting was called to order at 9:15 a.m. by Commissioner Paul Jackson, Chairman,
and the pledge was not recited.

2.

Roll Call Commissioners:

3.

Matter of housekeeping announced by Chairman Jackson:
Jackson stated before Public Comment, the Commissioners informally agreed and motion
passed to put on hold two of the Nevada Trail Stewards Grant applications. There were
three originally, one was denied; the other two were put on hold and forwarded to the
Commission on Ethics. The original vote was to forward to the Attorney General’s
Office, for opinion; the Attorney General informed the Commission this was not the
appropriate agency, it should go to the Ethics Committee. Former agreement by the
Commission, we will make the same motion and forward to Commission on Ethics.

4.

Disruption of Agenda, Kathy Grost announced that public was speaking before
Public Comment Commenced.
Jackson requested public to act in an orderly manner and wait for Public Comment to
begin. “It is difficult to do this over the phone, please keep this in order to allow Kathy
to record the meeting.”

5.

Public Comment: Jackson stated: No matter can be raised under public comment under
this agenda. Any action must be agenized, so we will take comments under advisement,
they may be sued for agenized item at a later date. You will be heard. Each Public
Comment is limited to two minutes.
Jackson requested list of people wishing to make public comment.

Paul Jackson, Chairman (present)
Gary Lambert, Vice Chair (present)
Charlie Cox, Commissioner (present)
Darin Elmore, Commissioner (not present)
Susan Baker, Commissioner (present)
Michael Gerow, Commissioner (present)
Jon Griggs, Commissioner (present)
Kerry Lee, Commissioner (present)
Jim Richardson, Commissioner (not present)
Gregory McKay, Commissioner (present)

Grost replied it is being retrieved from the back of the room
Zack Livreri announced he wished to make public comment from remote location.
Jackson agreed to begin public comment with Livreri President of the Motorcycle Assoc.
of America and Silver State Trail Blazers. Livreri stated expressed desire that the first
round of grant processing follow the rules that were set up understood the grants would
be ranked and graded. Heard through grapevine that the procedures were not followed.
Admitted that he did not personally attend the meeting. Stated that his groups supported
the Nevada Trail Stewards Grant applications. Wished to support OHV usage in Nevada.
Jackson: called on Mr. Clark from Carson Motor Sports:
Clark: Read letter into record (see item 1) Kevin Templeton wrote letter
Jackson: questioned if Mr. Templeton or Mr. Clark was present at the meetings and
where did Mr. Templeton and Mr. Clark get their information?
Clark: Neither myself or Mr. Templeton were at the meeting
Grost: the list of persons present at the Reno Library is here. People from the list may
make comment
Doug Holcomb: President of the Pinenut Mountains Trails Association Read letter into
record. (see item 2) per members of the Association
Jackson: were you at the meetings?
Holcomb: I was present Friday, not Saturday
Jackson: how did you obtain this information? I’m not making comment on the accuracy
Holcomb: from the Nevada Trail Stewards Grant applications
Jackson: from Gary Lambert?
Holcomb: no
Do you know if the person you heard it from was present at the meetings?
Holcomb: no
Jackson: Next Public Comment Please:
John StGermain: Member of the Public, pass on comment
Jackson: requested those who wish to make Public Comment please step forward
Philip Bender, Vice President Hills Angles Four Wheel Drive Club requested letter be
read into the public record.
Jackson: I responded to your letter earlier this morning; it will be available on the public
record. You can also get recordings of these meetings either from LCB recording DVD
and from the commission.
Bender read letter (see item 3)
Jackson: Thank you, Mr. Bender. Asked for comment from Pat Bruce Pat Bruce
Stewardship program director: Stated we have merely partnered with Hill Angels on
Hunter Lake Project 2007/2008 and similar groups in projects throughout the state. We
did not state or imply they supported our grant request. Simply that we partnered with
such groups.
Jackson: Requested that the Public get copies of the recording of the meetings for
accuracy about the issues they are commenting on. Proceeded to call up additional Public
Comment. Questioned if representative from DIRT make comment.
Representative from DIRT declined
Larry Calkins: President Nevada Four Wheel Drive Assoc. watching process wishes to
express support Nevada Trail Stewards Grant applications, and concern that the stated
Grant procedures were not followed.

Jackson: restated status of the Nevada Trail Stewards Grant applications, that the
commission voted to put them on hold. It was a considered decision by the Commission.
Doug Holcolm now representing Bill Chernoff of the Carson Valley Chamber of
Commerce, read letter from this organization. (See item #4)
Audio between all parties at the meeting became significantly garbled during the reading of this
letter.
Grost: Informed Mr. Jackson that the audio had become distorted, but that it came back
into focus.
Jackson: to Mr. Holcomb, Did Mr. Chernoff attend the meetings?
Holcomb: I do not know.
Jackson: restated the discussion is largely based on second hand information and doesn’t
reflect what took place. Again requested public to review the recordings of the meetings.
Audio between all parties at the meeting again became significantly garbled.
Grost: Mr. Jackson, my phone (representing the audio for all in the Library is not
producing audible results) I am switching over to Greg MCKay’s phone
Jackson: requested all parties mute phones
Audio went in and out:
Attorney Paul Quade of Quade Law Limited: speaking on behalf of Nevada Trail
Stewards, Paul Jackson is indistinguishable. Difficult to hear you; Stated this meeting is
flawed, it does not comply with Nevada Open Meeting Law, per Mr. Jackson it was not
properly noticed or notified and posted, the recordings and minutes of the prior meetings
were not properly provided, At this time delivering a letter addressed to the Commission
that I would like the Secretary to place into the record. In essence this letter is a
preservation of evidence matter in anticipation of Civil Litigation and an injunction
which is being sought by the Nevada Trail Stewards against the Commission should they
move forward with the granting application that were approved on January 31 and Feb 1.
We believe there were serious violations of the Nevada Meeting Law and other
procedural violations including their own rules. In addition we are serving a letter,
seeking a court injunction on behalf of the Nevada Trail Stewards (entered into record,
item #5) to the Attorney General relating to this conduct and these violation.
Jackson: I see no further Public Comment (indistinguishable additional talk)
Grost: We cannot hear you well, but we do have additional Public Comment
Lambert: Mr. Jackson, we believe here that the problem with the audio is the result of your
phone, will you please put it on mute? Everyone here believes it is you.
Jackson: (Completely indistinguishable)
McKay: We do have additional public Comment
Jackson: (Completely indistinguishable)
Grost: informed Jackson we are having extreme difficulty with the audio and there is additional
public comment.
Lambert: Stated for the record that it is the belief that Jackson is not muting his phone and that is
causing the audio problem making it impossible to conduct the meeting and is in
violation of open meeting law. Please mute your phone.
Jackson: (Completely indistinguishable)

Lambert attempted to communicate and stated again there is additional public comment and that
Jackson is inaudible
Jackson The Nevada Trail Stewards Scott Gerst: On behalf of Nevada Trail Stewards, we have a
notice that we are in cooperation with our meeting guide and will comply with his
decisions, The Nevada Trail Stewards Chairman, Gary Lambert has stepped down as
Chairman. The Nevada Trail Stewards believe that the Nevada OHV grant process has
been tainted by a personal vendetta by Paul Jackson and did not comply with its own
guidelines or regulations. Thank you
Jackson (Completely indistinguishable)
Other voices (Completely indistinguishable)
McKay: We need to reschedule the meeting there is no phone conference
Grost: There has been a motion by…is this a motion or a suggestion?
McKay: motion: I move the meeting be rescheduled,
Grost: who seconded?
McKay he’s past that.
Seconded: Baker
We believe motion passed
Additional chatter. Meeting will be rescheduled for a later date.
Meeting paused (Possibly adjourned)
6.

Commissioner Cox Proposed moving the meeting to a future date at a location
where video conferencing could take place.
Discussion with input from Jackson and other commissioners followed about making a
new meeting.
Jackson proposed continuing rather than adjourning the meeting at locations suitable for
conferencing and stated he would accept a motion to continue the meeting.
Lambert stated that he clearly heard the meeting had been adjourned so no other business
could go on. Also stated again he was no longer with the Nevada Trail Stewards and he
has done so in good faith.
Jackson: There was a motion to adjourn, but it failed.
Lambert: it failed because it was not voted on, and that it would have succeeded had there
been a vote.
Jackson: expressed opinion that Lambert’s would have been the only negative vote. We
are working with difficulties. The motion on the floor is that we continue the meeting
and have it at the LCB in the regular fashion.
Lambert objected on grounds of proper posting of open meeting law and the procedures
of notifications. These are violation for the interested parties.
Jackson: This will be a decision for the commission; we do have the ability to notice in
the normal way. We have 3 days. He restated the request for a motion.
Baker: Proposed an alternative days be considered
Commissioners agreed upon Wednesday, Feb. 12 as a proposed date.
Baker made motion to reconvene Wednesday, Feb 12. At 9:00am
Seconded: Jackson
Baker and Cox further discussed posting timing
Jackson confirmed there was time as long as it was posted by 9:00am the following day.

Discussion ensued that
Room availability needed to be sought and confirmed.
Jackson: proposed an amendment to the motion that if due to difficulties this date
becomes impossible we will make this for the first available date.
Can we have a vote?
Voice votes came in
Grost requested names for the vote:
Jackson reviewed the vote: Gerow, Griggs nay, McKay yea, Lee yea, Jackson yeah,
Baker yea, Lambert nay
Motion passes we need to reconvene the meeting with the notice on the 12th, if that
becomes impossible we will we will reconvene at the first possible time after that time.

